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The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), also known as the Global Goals, 
were adopted by all 193 United Nations Member States in 2015 as a universal 
call to action to end poverty, protect the planet and ensure that all people enjoy 
peace and prosperity by 2030.

Australia is a signatory to the Global Goals

The 17 SDGs ar intergrated-that is, they recognize that action in one area will affect outcomes in others, and 
that development must balance social, economic and environmental sustainability.

Through the pledge to Leave No One Behind, countries have committed to fast-track progress for those 
furthest behind first. That is why the SDGs are designed to bring the world to several life-changing ‘zeros’, 
including zero poverty, hunger, AIDS and discrimination against women and girls.

Everyone is needed to reach these ambitious targets. The creativity, know how, technology and financial 
resources from all of society is necessary to achieve the SDGs in every context.

The SDGs as in the past have formed our program for the year for UNAASA.

In order to achieve this we are priviliged to have the support of the South Australian Community a crucial 
component to our Division remaining relevant . 

Our Events are varied and aim to reach a wide demographic in order to raise awareness of the Goals.

This year we have been fortunate in forming  new partnerships with the Elder Conservatorium of 
Music,Foodbank and The Waite Arboretum.

As you will see from our Event Reports all were very well attended and while there was an element of fun with 
what was presented the underlying message quite clearly related to the Goals

FOREWORD



We live in a 
complex world. 
The United 
Nations cannot 
succeed alone. 
Partnership must 
continue to be 
at the heart of 
our strategy. 
We should have 
the humility to 
acknowledge the 
essential role 
of other actors, 
while maintaining 
full awareness 
of our unique 
convening power.

Antonio Geterras
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We look forward to continuing and building on these relationships 
long term as they exemplify important aspects of the Global Goals.

Our wonderful Chief Patron Hieu Van Le AC ,Governor of South 
Australia continues to support us in our endevours.

UNAASA was granted permission to donate a Cherry Blossom Tree 
in the garden of Government House to celebrate World Environment 
Day 2019.

UNAASA has continued to modernize and in our efforts to do so 
made the decision to go ‘Paperless’ and embrace the digital age.

This has been made possible and will be more important in the 
future with the purchase of new IT equipment from a UNAA Seed 
Grant from the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade(DFAT) .

Last year we undertook the daunting task of reviewing our 
Constitution (Part 1) and have continued with the support from our 
Constitutional Advisor Margaret Batty to refine it and change the 
Committee Membership to a lower number.This will mean a more 
efficient way of governance as ours is a working Committee.

Our celebration of UN Day 2018 was held in the rural area of 
Willunga at ‘Our Place at Wllunga Hill’ with Owner Chef and 
long time supporter of UNAASA Andy Calppis.Andy provided an 
outstanding Lunch for our Annual Fundraiser,with Guest Speaker 
Maggie Beer AM giving an amazing talk on ‘creating an appetite for 
life’, focusing on improving food for older people. 

As mentioned in last year’s Report The REv Dr Lynn Arnold is the 
National UNAA Goodwill Ambassador for the Global Goals and 
Robyn Layton AO QC National UNAA Goodwill Ambassador on 
Human Rights.Added to this Tanya Hosch the General Manager 
of the AFL’s Social  Inclusion is now Goodwill Ambassador for 
Indigenous Issues.

In addition to this UNAASA has appointed Special Advisors for our 
Division-Genevieve Haese for Community Engagement and Pippa 
and Gavin Wanganeen for Indigenous Issues-congratulations to all.

My thanks to the UNAASA Committee who  have helped to improve 
our administrative operations which are often challenging ,allowing 
us advance considerably ensuring our viability and direction into the 
future.

To our members and friends I ask for your continued support in 
helping us to promote the United Nations Sustainable Development 
Agenda-’building our strengths with community engagement.’

Lidia Moretti
President - South Australia Division
National Board Member
United Nations Association of Australia



26 AUGUST 2018
The Annual General Meeting was opened by Lidia Moretti.

David Penn gave the Acknowledgment of Country and welcomed all the members.

Lidia proceeded to introduce Lachlan Hunter, the Executive Director of the UNAA, who flew in from Canberra to 
support the proceedings.

Lachlan took over as Chair and gave an overview of the new Strategic Plan 2018-2023 and went on to stress 
the importance of continuing to find new ways of raising revenue.  Lachlan also touched on the Sustainable 
Development Goals, then introduced Tim Townend, the current President for UN Youth South Australia.

Tim updated those present on the extensive number of projects they have undertaken and those which are 
currently in development. After a short break Margaret Batty as Secretary went through the minutes for the last 
AGM, and ensured each member had a hard copy. Lidia then gave her President report, where she expressed her 
gratitude of all member’s hard work and introduced the new United Nations Young Professionals SA Division. 

Brendon Skates presented the Treasurer’s report and went through the figures for the year concluding UNAASA is 
in a financially sound position. 

There was approval for those present at the AGM for membership fees to be raised in accordance with the 
agreement with UNAA National.

Margaret Batty then provided an overview of the constitution review and the meeting concluded with the election 
of the committee.

Many thanks to Ben Sharp from Career Employment Group Inc. who provided the venue and afternoon tea.

by Caterina Paola ...member of the Young Professionals Team

SUMMARY REPORT
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It has been another busy year for UN Youth as always! As the state’s largest 
youth-run non-profit, we work to promote the values and aims of the United 
Nations just as UNAA do, but with a particular focus on educating and 
empowering young Australians to be active global and local citizens. 

Our much loved SA Conference was once again a highlight. The three-day residential conference brought 
together around 70 years 10-12 students from across the state to discuss this year’s theme; States of Conflict. 
This year’s conference was the smoothest yet, with Convenor Emma Troughton doing a fantastic job!

Another fixture of the calendar was the Evatt competition, Australia’s biggest debating and diplomacy 
competition. The 2018 edition of this model UN Security Council was our biggest ever, with more than 120 
students participating. South Australians also produced our best result in a long time at the National Finals, 
with a team from Mercedes College coming fourth in the nation. 

A new event this year was the Poverty Summit. This event was run in collaboration with SA’s Commissioner for 
Children and Young People, Helen Connelly. The summit brought together more than 180 high school students 
to discuss poverty in South Australia, and come up with solutions to it. The results from the summit will inform 
the Commissioner’s report on the subject, which will be tabled in Parliament in September. 

We have continued our work in regional areas as well. This has primarily taken the form of visits with the 2019 
Youth Representative to the UN, Kareem El-Ansary. Kareem has seen much of the state including flying to 
Ceduna with UN Youth SA President, Ned Feary, courtesy of our partnership with Regional Express. 

South Australians have also begun to take more of a leading role nationally. Over January, our President, 
Ned Feary, ran UN Youth Australia’s first ever international study tour to East Asia; the Emerging Leaders’ 
Program. The trip lasted 18 days and took students across Japan, South Korea and China, learning about the 
impacts of globalisation. Adelaide will also host the National Finals of our public speaking and problem solving 
competition, Voice, in April next year. The conference, convened by Kyla Sipthorp, will take place in April, and 
bring together 60 junior high school students from across the country, to hear their solutions to some of the 
biggest problems facing our world. We can’t wait to hear what they have to say!

REPORT
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5 SEPTEMBER 2018

The Launch of the United Nations Association of Australia SA Division 
Young Professionals was held at the Adelaide Town Hall on September 5th, 
2018.  The purpose of this launch was to introduce and present the new  
UNAA SA Young Professionals Network. The Network provides a transition 
from the United Nations SA Youth Divisions.

The keynote speaker for the night was Paul Vasileff, the founder and head designer of Paolo Sebastian and 
international renown atelier based in South Australia. Special guests who also attended the event were Chief 
Justice Chris Kourakis, Member of Parliament Nat Cook, Lady Mayoress Genevieve Theseira-Haese and UNAA 
Ambassador Robyn Layton.

Sophia Laparidis, a founding member of the Young Professionals Network and the Committee Member for 
Communications of the UNAASA was the MC for the Launch. As the guests entered the event, the Wilderness 
School Jazz Band was playing, and after their incredible performance Sophia took to the stand and welcomed 
all the guests to the Launch.

We had the pleasure of hearing an Acknowledgement to Country in both the traditional language of the Kaurna 
people and in English by Lenard Sciancalepore, the UNAASA Committee Member for Peace and founding 
member of the UNAA SA Young Professionals Network. Sophia then welcomed The Lady Mayoress of 
Adelaide, Genevieve Theseira-Haese, to the stage who gave her own short welcome to the Adelaide Town Hall, 
a beautiful venue, and spoke highly of the UNAASA.

Michael McEwen Vice President (communications) of UNAASA and founding member for UNAA SA young 
professionals had the honor of speaking in detail about UNAASA and how UNAA SA young professionals 
network intends on connecting young like-minded professionals to join and support the overarching objectives 
of the UNNA Sustainable Development Goals and the Strategic Plan. In addition, Michael had the pleasure of 
introducing the night’s keynote speaker Paul Vasileff.

The honorary guest speaker for the night Paul Vasileff or the name by which he is more well-known, Paolo 
Sebastian, took to the stage for an inspiring speech. He spoke of how he followed his dream of being a 
fashion designer which he held from the tender age of three. His passion and talent for design and his love 
for his family and the city of Adelaide shone through during his insightful speech. After Paul’s speech, Sophia 
graciously thanked him and emphasised the passion necessary to follow your dreams and the personal 
drive and commitment which engages a successful Young Professional. We are ever so grateful to Paul for 
the opportunity to hear him speak and hope to work with him more in the future endeavours of the Young 
Professionals working group.

by Michael McEwen … member of the Young Professionals Team

LAUNCH
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The United Nations’ SDGs and their targets were unanimously endorsed 
in September 2015 by 193 countries, including Australia. 
The 17 global goals constitute an ambitious shared framework of development priorities to 2030. They 
aim to bring an end to extreme poverty, hunger and inequality; act on climate change and environmental 
sustainability; improve access to quality health and education; promote prosperity and wellbeing for all people; 
whilst also encouraging good governance, peace and security. 

Achievement of the SDGs is one of the UN’s highest priorities. 

As such, the UNAA is deeply committed to the education, inspiration and engagement of Australians around 
the SDGs and has a clear mandate to increase the Australian support needed to help create a safer, fairer and 
more sustainable world.

This prospectus outlines development plans for the UNAA’s National SDG Program to mobilise 
resources and actively engage Australians to help achieve the SDGs and their specific targets.

THE UNAA AND THE SUSTAINABLE  
DEVELOPMENT GOALS



19 SEPTEMBER  2018

On Wednesday 19th September, 2018, 
the Year 6 students, teachers and staff at 
Immanuel Primary School, Novar Gardens 
celebrated the International Day of Peace
The students have discussed current issues, the Sustainable 
Development Goals, and how to they can use their passion 
and excitement for advocacy. 

Students at the School are advocating for the UN Sustainable 
Development Goal 16: Peace, justice and strong institutions, 
to promote peace, and used their lunch times to help other 
students and staff learn how to make paper cranes which 
would be sent to Hiroshima, Japan. 

INTERNATIONAL DAY OF

REPORT

SEAS OF
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JUNE 2019
In June this year, the students at Immanuel Primary School, 
Novar Gardens were offered the opportunity to participate 
in the United Nations Association Australia Seeds of 
Sustainability digital poster competition. This initiative was 
to raise awareness of Sustainable Development Goal 14 ~ 
Life Below Water, in the lead up to World Oceans Day on 
June 8th. Santiago and Dannan are the two Year six students 
who won both the National Winner and the Runner-up 
prize for the Primary Division. The prize was $500 dollars 
and $250 dollars to be donated to their choice of charity 
and a United Nations Pack. The First Prize Winner donated 
his award to World Vision whilst the Runner-up chose to 
donate his award to Smart Pups.  President Lidia Moretti of 
UNAA ~ SA Division presented their awards at their weekly 
assembly.   What a great example of advocacy by the 
students as they enthusiastically look into the UN SDG’s as 
part of the International Baccalaureate Primary Years Program 
culminating Exhibition.  
Delphine De’Salisbury - Committee Members of the UNAASA 

Runner-Up - Danna

Winner - Santiago



7 NOVEMBER 2018
UNAASA was invited to attend the Government House Volunteers Day Celebration on Wednesday 7th 
November.

Each year the Governor who is our Patron takes time to thank the SA Community for their dedication and 
passion in promoting harmony and peace-values held by the UN and UNAASA.

24 OCTOBER 2018
October 24th marks the International Day of the United 
Nations. 

Many thanks to the Adelaide City Council who fly the Flag 
each year on behalf of UNAASA.

FLYING

GOVERNMENT HOUSE 
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4 NOVEMBER 2018

On Sunday 4th November 2018 guests travelled to Our Place at Willunga Hill  
on South Australia’s beautiful Fleurieu Peninsula to celebrate UN Day. 

The 45 minute drive from Adelaide was warmly rewarded with welcome drinks and delicious canapés on the terrace. 
Breathtaking views from the terrace at Our Place overlook rolling green hills and provided a tranquil setting.

Against this stunning hills backdrop, guests were treated to a special performance by the Rosalie Cocchiaro Flamenco 
Dance Troupe. Rosalie danced with supreme verve to the haunting Spanish melodies of her two guitarists.

After guests were seated, UN Day was officially welcomed by Christopher Woodthorpe, Director of the United 
Nations Information Centre in Canberra. He reminded guests that it is intolerable that ‘in this world of plenty, one 
person in nine doesn’t have enough to eat’, including 155 million children. The UN’s Sustainable Development 
Goals include committing to a world without hunger and Christopher highlighted that it is our duty to care for this 
planet for future generations and ‘provide equality and justice for all human beings’. 

Andy Clappis and his team at Our Place pulled out all the stops and provided guests with the delicious 
experience of a traditional Italian long table lunch. 

Maggie spoke passionately about her desire to improve the standard of food in aged care. The Maggie Beer 
Foundation, whose mission is ‘creating an appetite for life’, focuses on improving food for older people. Maggie 
spoke about striving for good, fresh food ‘where every mouthful counts’ to provide flavour and nutrients. She 
highlighted the importance of ‘pleasure’ to stimulate one’s appetite and reminded us that good food is medicine 
and encourages energy and vitality. 

Maggie explained that eating well brings about conversation and sharing - and that small changes can make 
a difference - bright plates to eat from, fresh flowers on the table, the aroma of food (to enhance our sense of 
smell) to name but a few. Maggie’s foundation holds master classes each year for cooks and chefs from all 
over Australia. Their aim is to educate and empower them to make changes. CEOs are also given ideas and 
encouragement to support change in their organisations. Maggie left us with her mantra, ‘flavour, pleasure and 
nutrition in every bite’.

Lidia Moretti, the UNAASA President, warmly thanked her guests and the many people who helped organise this 
special day.. Andy, his family and all the team were thanked for hosting a wonderful afternoon.

Lidia also made mention of the recently formed UNAASA Young Professionals Network and introduced members 
present at the lunch. 

By Tania Paola

UNAA SA
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14 NOVEMBER 2018

Each year the UNNA SA Division presents Encouragement Awards to 
outstanding graduates of TAFE SA’s Commercial Cookery, Hospitality, Tourism 
and Patisserie students. On Wednesday November 14th, in a magical evening 
of fine wining and dining, these students show cased their skills in food 
preparation and service to 300-400 guests from various organisations.

This event is a great opportunity for the UNNA, as a sponsor, to share the idea of helping talented students 
with other sponsors and to encourage aspiring students to choose study pathways and to achieve their career 
goals. Showing outstanding dedication, Geneveve Gumpl and Rachel Wendland were this year’s recipients of 
the United Nations Association of Australia (SA) Encouragement Award.

The Director of TAFE SA acknowledged UNNA for its support and community services, especially within the 
Education Industry. The UNNA would like to congratulate all the students involved and their teachers for a 
wonderful night of great service and delicious food.

Delphine De’Salisbury and Adireddy Yara - Committee Members of the UNAASA 

TAFE SA
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JANUARY 2019
United Nations Association of Australia - South 
Australia Division was represented by an enthusiastic 
young group of Members and Friends at the Australia 
Day Parade. This was a first for UNAASA and as this 
was a most successful event in which we look forward 
to being involved next year!

“Waving the UN flags in support of the UNAASA gave 
much joy to the 14 young people marching during 
the Australia Day Parade. Members engaged with 
the crowd by passionately yelling “Aussie, Aussie, 
Aussie!” to which the crowd responded, equally 
passionate, “Oi, oi, oi!”. Marching fourth from the front 
was a great privilege and being surrounded by roughly 
200 multicultural communities and societies across 
Adelaide’s region provided a beautiful kaleidoscope of 
colour, life and vibrancy to the parade. We’re certainly 
looking forward to marching again next year.”

By Lenard Sciancalepore Committee Member of the UNAASA

DECEMBER 2018
The last Committee Meeting of the 2018 Year-and Christmas 
Celebration.

Our Final Meeting of the year was held in Pirie St Offices of  the 
Career Employment Group,who Providing recruitment, training 
and employment solutions to the communities of South Australia.

Many thanks to Ben Sharp and Kelly Sharp for hosting us with 
our Christmas Celebrations immediately following our Meeting.

Ben, a prominent Chef and CEO of CEG cooked a delicious array 
of Indian Food for us.

Ben has supported many UNAASA initiatives and we are 
honoured. to have him as a Member as well.

Kelly Sharp is a valued member of the UNAASA Committee.

CELEBRATION

PARADE
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MARCH 2019

International Women’s day in Adelaide is celebrated by many communities.

The Highlight event is the International Women’s Day Breakfast hosted by the Hon,Penny Wong MP at the 
Convention Centre with 2500 guests in attendance this year.

The guest Speaker Jana Caro was very well received as she resonated with  guests on issues facing in 
particular older women.

UNAASA was well represented by the Committee, UN Youth,The Young Professionals ,our SDG Goodwill 
Ambassador the Rev Dr.Lynn Arnold as well as  members and friends.

Booking for this event was over in 26minutes leaving many disappointed they could not attend.

BREAKFAST
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17-23 MARCH 2019
South Australian Community Leaders including UNAASA 
President Lidia Moretti were invited to attend a Morning Tea 
at Parliament House to celebrate Harmony Day.

26 MARCH 2019

On Tuesday March 26 2019, Lidia Moretti and Georgia 
Ruehlemann attended a celebration of South Australia’s 
Cultural Diversity at the grounds of the Government House. 

The ceremony was opened with a musical performance by the Band of the 
South Australia Police, a Welcome to Country by Mr Michael O’Brien, a Multifaith 
Blessing with representatives from the Aboriginal, Christian, Buddhist, Hindu, 
Muslim, Jewish, Sikh and Baha’i communities and a welcome address by the 
Honourable Hieu Van Le. 

The ceremony saw a range of engaging performances by musicians and  
dancers from an array of different cultural backgrounds as a celebration of  
South Australian cultural diversity.

A keynote address delivered by the co-founder and CEO of Fleet Space 
Technologies, Italian scientist Ms Flavia Tata Nardini, demonstrated the 
technological and scientific advancements that have been pioneered by 
members of South Australian society from an array of different cultural 
backgrounds.

Following responses by the Honourable Steven Marshall MP and Mr Peter 
Malinauskas MP, the celebration saw the presentation of the winners of the 
2018 Governor’s Multicultural Awards. After a vote of thanks by Mr Norman 
Schuyler OAM, the Chair of the South Australian Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs 
Commission, the proceedings were closed and refreshments were served in  
the garden, alongside entertainment by Louise Blackwell and the French Set. 

Georgia Ruehlemann. Member of the Young Professionals Team

THE GOVERNOR’S

AT PARLIAMENT 
HOUSE
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30 MARCH 2019

On Sunday 30 March 2019 the UNAASA celebrated International Jazz Day by 
collaborating with the esteemed University of Adelaide Elder Conservatorium 
Jazz group held at Henley Square on Saturday 30 March 2019. This event was 
the result of a multi-collaborative project between UNAASA, the Artist Andrew 
Baines the Elder Conservatorium Jazz Group, the UNESCO City of Music and 
with support from the City of Charles Sturt.

The event kicked off with a bang (literally!) with the drum role leading the anticipation of what would be the flash 
mob. The whether on the day was stormy however this did not deter the fantastic effort of the Jazz group as 
they begun to march with the saxophones setting the tone. After a few laps around the square an eager and 
engaged crowd formed despite the stormy elements as brilliant show of public support.  

The group then formed into a more traditional band format and thrilled the well established crowd with a unique 
variety of sounds and tone aimed at celebrating the cultural diversity that in engrained in music and sound. 

In-between the festivities local Artist Andrew Baines was able to get some fabulous action shots on the beach 
front of the musicians. Andrew’s contribution to the event included capturing the heart of jazz and projecting a 
message of the importance of music and the harmony it can represent in people’s everyday life – this was only 
enhanced by the dramatic whether landscape on the day!

After the wrap up of the event the UNAASA committee arranged to meet with the musicians at local legendary 
café Joe’s Café where a free coffee and nibbles were on offer, which was well received by the performers. 
This event was a magnificent success despite battling the elements and our collaboration with all the partners 
involved has forged a relationship the UNAASA will continue to build on in the future.

By Michael McEwen, Member of the Young Professionals Team

INTERNATIONAL
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JULY 2019
I thank the United Nations Association of Australia SA Division for hosting this event and bringing such a 
remarkable, expert speaker to speak on the topic of Living and working out of your gender comfort zone. 
The Hon. Dr Robyn Layton AO QC has been a champion of social justice and rights for a diversity of people, 
including Aboriginals, refugees, women and children and to have her share her insights from her past two years 
working in Pakistan and Afghanistan was enthralling and a privilege.

The Hon. Dr Robyn Layton touched on topics such as what is gender, gender sensitisation, history and 
transgender people, new laws to address cyber stalking and betrayal in the media.

The discussion was so interesting that the audience agreed at the end , after asking many questions, that most 
people, including me, could have listened to her expand on each topic for at least another hour.

The lecture described how Dr Robyn Layton worked with a group of female Muslim law professionals to assess 
the needs of the Judges and Courts in Pakistan with relation to rape convictions and they highlighted the rights 
of women as outlined in the country’s constitution and the Quran, which is the central religious text of Islam, 
to the Judges, to advocate for women victims of rape in the Pakistan Courts. Dr Robyn Layton told us that the 
gender sensitisation training sessions with Judges resulted in the conviction for rape in these [Paula ] overseas 
courts going up from 2% to 16% in 1 year. She told us this gender sensitisation training will be rolled out to 
350 Judges in Pakistan and 200 Judges in Afghanistan. It is my understanding that the training unpacked 
issues such as consent, and options for forensic testing vs the traditional tests such as the two finger test. 
My reflection on hearing about this approach and the outcomes was that it had been successful because she 
and her colleagues took the time to explore what was the current approach in courts, the resistance that could 
be faced based on cultural attitudes to women and religious beliefs and then they worked with the Judges to 
identify and agree how the Judges could through their approach and decisions  in the court rooms advance 
women’s rights. This was a much different approach than recommending that a Western approach would be 
superior to their current practice in their courts.

I was also very interested in Dr Robyn Layton‘s description of how Pakistan is addressing the issue of people 
cyberstalking others without their consent. This is obviously an issue across the world including in Australia 
and it was pleasing to hear that proactive steps are being taken  overseas to address this as a Human Rights 
issue. She referenced studies in Australia where it has been reported recently that 25% of men believed that 
women would find it flattering to be pursued online without the women’s consent. I find this Australian survey 
result concerning and perhaps is a reflection of the trolling, bullying and harassment that we often see online 
in social media in our own community.  In our own community I would suggest [Paula ] cyberstalking needs to 
be addressed further in Australia as I am told there is often limited protection in place today to effectively report 
and prevent unwelcome attention on Social Media. As a Politician I myself, have found it difficult to report and 
prevent ongoing unwelcome online behaviour that I attract while carrying out my duties serving the community.

A very thought provoking lecture by the UN SA.

Reflection by Paula Luethen MP

 

LECTURE
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7 JUNE 2019
“As a member of the Global Foodbanking Network, an international organization that supports foodbanking 
in 60 countries around the world, Foodbank SA supports the UN Sustainability Goals. The objectives of 
Foodbanks around the world are specifically aligned with Goal 2 Zero Hunger and Goal 12 Reduce Waste. For 
this reason Foodbank SA was delighted to partner with the UN Association of Australia - SA to promote World 
Environment Day on Friday June 7th, a day which serves to encourage better utilization and sustainability of 
our planet’s resources.

A lunchtime event was held at the Central Market in the Adelaide CBD, hosted by the popular Jane Reilly. 
Using only rescued food from Foodbank’s warehouse, Chef Camillo from Foodland Pasadena created a 
magnificent range of dishes, highlighting that great meals can be made by anyone with food that would 
otherwise have been thrown away.

Foodbank SA is a charity that serves as the link between the food industry and struggling families in SA. 
Foodbank collects over 3 million kgs of surplus or donated food every year and then re-distributes this food to 
over 500 charities and 200 schools across SA, including over 1000 tonnes of fresh fruit and vegetables directly 
from the farms and produce industry. Unfortunately it is a sad reality that demand for Foodbank’s services are 
growing. Last year over 117000 people sought food assistance every month in SA, an increase of 20% over 
the previous year, and over one third of these are children. Over 50% of these people are normal families who 
are simply struggling to meet the current costs of living and supporting their family, especially with utility prices 
in SA. Whenever possible, Foodbank wants to promote sustainable living as a means of combatting food 
insecurity, so hopefully the ideas and recipes created by Chef Camillo will inspire those attending the event to 
try a few at home.

A big thank you to the UNAA-SA for supporting our cause.”

GREG PATTINSON, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Foodbank South Australia Inc

EVENT
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JULY 2019

The World Environment Day is the United Nations day for encouraging 
worldwide awareness and action to protect our environment. To celebrate it a 
perfect activity took place at the Waite Arboretum in July: a tree planting day!

Fifteen trees were planted recently thanks to the participation and help of members of the United Nations 
Association of Australia - SA Division. We were also honoured with the presence of Heather Holmes-Ross - 
Mayor of City of Mitcham and Elizabeth Day - Director of the Department of Foreign Affairs, South Australian 
State Office.

The new specimens planted had become part of our diverse collection of trees but most importantly, they now 
represent a strong bond between the planters and their trees. We counted also with the fresh input and help of 
five little young helpers!

The Arboretum welcomes this new species to its grounds: 

WORLD

> Aesculus x carnea ‘Briotii’
> Aesculus x carnea ‘Plantierensis’
> Aesculus hippocastanum ‘Baumannii’
> Aesculus pavia
Aesculus sylvatica ‘Erythroblastos’
> Arbutus x andrachnoides

> Atalaya multiflora
> Beilschmiedia berteroana
> Pistacia lentiscus
> Quercus montana
> Quercus x Mayday Hills

> > > 
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CELEBRATION 
SEPTEMBER 2019
A highlight of the United Nations Contribution to Environment Day occurred on Tuesday 3rd September with 12 invited 
guests attending the unveiling, by the Governor of South Australia, Mr Hieu Van Le, of the plaque that commemorated 
the United Nations ( S A Division) donation to the grounds of Government House in a beautiful weeping cherry tree.

United Nations  (SA Division) President, Lidia Moretti  said that the United Nations Organisation was honoured and  
proud, to donate this  gift  in the spirit of diversity .

The Governor, Mr Le ,welcomed us all and thanked the United Nations Organisation for their generosity in donating 
such a beautiful tree to the grounds of Government House and therefore  the people of  South Australia  who are free 
to visit & enjoy  the house & grounds at specified times

Both Mr & Mrs Le were friendly ,welcoming hosts,  inviting us to enjoy some of the grounds and art work and  inviting 
us to feel free to take photos   of both the grounds and the interior of the house.

During afternoon tea, that followed the unveiling, Mrs Le, a most charming , informative and enthusiastic hostess,  was 
very happy to show us  several interesting aspects of the house & garden – the 180 year old Moreton Bay Fig Tree, 
the armchair favoured by Queen Elisabeth on her past visits, the Ball Room and several interesting and definitive  art 
works on display from the State Gallery .

Indeed, she insisted and was more than happy to on take photos of us so that we would have personal, visual 
mementoes of the day.

Governor and Mrs Le are truly wonderful ambassadors for South Australia and its heritage.

The weeping cherry tree will, over the years, thrive  and blossom and add to the beauty of the Government House 
grounds.

Report by : Gwen Phillips
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United 
Nations  
Association 
of Australia

Support and donate at unaasouthaustralia.org.au

United Nations Association of Australia  
South Australian Division

57/81 Carrington Street
Adelaide, South Australia, 5000  

sa@unaa.org.au  |  www.unaasouthaustralia.org.au


